
I
t was only a matter of time.
KMCMusicorp, the U.S.’s leading
music products distributor whose
marquee percussion brands include

Gretsch, Latin Percussion, Sabian,
Toca, and Gibraltar, has entered the
electronic drumming arena. What final-
ly drew KMC to one of the brightest
beacons in the industry? Mark Moralez,
recently appointed to KMC’s newly
created position of e-drums product
manager, suggests that the stars aligned
with a collaboration between KMC and
electronic percussion guru and
Alternate Mode President Mario
DeCiutiis. 
Alternate Mode will continue to dis-

tribute its own legacy products includ-
ing drumKAT, malletKAT, trapKAT,
and panKAT. Backed by all the
resources of powerhouse parent Fender
Musical Instruments Corporation,
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NEW PRODUCTS

KMC Expands
Percussion Portfolio
With Digital KAT Line
Offering unique KAT design features at

high-volume price points, KMC brings a

competitive new entry to the vibrant 

electronic drum market

The new kt2 drumset
from KAT Digital
Drums.



KMCMusicorp has licensed the KAT
trademark and enlisted DeCiutiis to lead
the development of a range of innova-
tive digital percussion instruments
under the KAT Digital Drums brand.
Prior to joining KMC, Moralez became
a strong advocate for KAT products,
which he calls “way ahead of their
time,” while selling them in retail stores
for nearly a decade.
“This was a partnership that we had

been working on for over a year,” said
Mark Nelson, KMCMusicorp senior
vice president of global percussion.
“We knew Mario would be instrumental
in helping us to develop a product line
that could truly differentiate itself from
the other brands, especially as we
moved up the price point ladder.”

Aiming For A Bigger mArKeT
The temptation was great to immedi-

ately train DeCiutiis’s prodigious cre-
ative talents on a sophisticated high-end
digital percussion line. Calmer heads
prevailed as the company opted to start
with a couple of SKUs that could be
brought to market much more quickly
while seizing a perceived opportunity to
offer greater value to entry- and mid-
level consumers. At $499 and $699
MAP, KAT Digital Drums’ inaugural
kt1 and kt2 products are aimed at the
hot lower end of the turnkey electronic
drumset market.
In the early stages of the KAT Digital

Drums R&D phase, Moralez conducted
a “field study” of affordably priced e-
drum kits. He says he was struck by the
considerable room for improvement in
the quality of their basic drum samples,
characterizing many of them as “dated”
and “compressed.” He also cited “a lot
of gimmicky sounds that are amusing
for a second but wouldn’t be usable in
most musical situations.”
Moralez contends that the quality and

usability of raw percussion sounds
found in today’s affordable electronic

percussion modules haven’t kept pace
with improvements in pad playability
and user-friendly module operation.
This trend has driven a growing number
of more advanced players to augment or
replace their modules’ internal sounds
with third-party VST libraries designed
for use with digital audio workstations,
and typically loaded onto a laptop com-
puter for live performance situations.
Over the year that the kt modules were
being developed, KMC twice expanded
their memory capacity to accommodate
richer, more detailed sounds. However,
they can also access external sound
libraries, should the user desire, via
USB and MIDI.
During his market exploration Moralez

was also amazed by the seemingly hap-
hazard way samples were combined in
some modules’ kit presets. “I found
things like a dance style kick drum with
heavy reverb in the same kit as a dry
piccolo snare and flat-sounding toms,”
he recalls. This revelation focused him
on programing the kt module preset kits
so they make musical sense, and so
players can “just turn [the module] on
and use it at a gig” with no need for pro-
gram modifications. “That’s important
especially to drummers who are just
getting into electronics,” he says, “and
to retailers who are trying to demo and
sell them.” 
Knowing that many electronic drum-

sets are sold to drummers seeking prac-
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KAT PERCUSSION

KMCMusicorp E-Drums Product
Manager Mark Moralez.

KAT kt1 includes: USB control mod-

ule; shock absorption kick tower with

8" pad; hi-hat trigger pedal; four 8"

single-zone drum pads; 12" ride cym-

bal; 10" chokeable crash cymbal; 10"

hi-hat cymbal; Silent Strike bass drum

beater, drum rack with mounting hard-

ware (pre-assembled for quick set-

up); cable harness for easy set-up;

pair of drumsticks; drum key; five gray

Velcro ties; assembly instructions, and

user manual.

Other features include: 150+ studio-

grade, velocity-sensitive drum, cymbal,

and percussion sounds plus General

MIDI library; 40 play-along tracks; ten

programmable drumsets. Adjustable

on/off reverb. Two 1/4" stereo output

jacks; 1/8" audio input for CD, iPad, or

MP3 player; 1/8" headphone output;

MIDI and USB ports for digital record-

ing or playback. Programmable click

with nine time signatures.

KAT kt2 includes: KT2 USB control

module; shock absorption kick tower

with 9" pad; hi-hat trigger pedal; 9" dual-

zone snare pad; three 9" dual-zone tom

pads; 12" crash cymbal; 14" ride cymbal

with boom arm; Silent Strike bass drum

pedal beater, drum rack with mounting

hardware; cable harness for easy set-

up; pair of drumsticks; drum key; five

gray Velcro ties; assembly instructions,

and user manual.

Additional features include: 500+ stu-

dio-grade, velocity sensitive drum,

cymbal, and percussion sounds plus

General MIDI sound library; 80 play-

along tracks; 45 drumsets (30 preset,

15 user-programmable); two additional

trigger inputs for an extra drum and/or

cymbal pad. Individual pad controls for

volume, reverb, panning, pitch, EQ,

curve adjustment, sensitivity, threshold,

and crosstalk. Hi-hat splash function.

USB output connects to a wide variety

of devices; two 1/4" stereo output

jacks; 1/8" audio input for CD, iPad, or

MP3 player; 1/8" headphone output;

MIDI and USB ports for digital record-

ing or playback. Integrated sequencer

for recording; “Learning Mode” for play-

er development; advanced program-

mable click.

The New KAT Percussion Line



tice kits, the quietness of the KAT kt
pad surface was a priority for
KMCMusicorp’s design team. The
pricier high-quality rubber they chose
minimizes the pad’s acoustic output and
has a comfortable, natural feel. (The kt2
dual-zone pads feature a soft raised
rim.) The kt kick pad, mounted on a sta-
ble tower, reproduces the “give” of a
mylar head, and the Silent Strike bass
drum beater, like the pads, ensures a
more peaceful practice environment for
the drummer’s family and neighbors. 

HigH-end FeATures
The KAT rack’s double crossbars, not

typical in this price range, provide
greater stability, and its unique ribbed
pipes provide a more stable, slip-free
pad mount. Color-coded pad cable tips
make for an easier set-up, while the
gray cables blend in aesthetically with
the rack. Provided Velcro ties secure the
cables and keep the kit’s overall appear-
ance neat. The kt1’s rack comes fully
preassembled in the box, “a feature,”
says Moralez, “players and parents alike
will appreciate.” 
All of these features coalesce into KAT

Digital Drums’ strongest selling feature:
value. Acclaimed drummer Zach
Danziger, who (along with Moralez)
demonstrated the new KAT sets on the
KMC video, was “blown away” by the
line’s value, and early response from
dealers is equally positive.
In an early polling of its key dealers

and chain accounts, KMCMusicorp
learned that electronic drumsets have
grown to represent as much as 55% of
their total drumset sales. In addition to
its unmatched stable of percussion
brands, KMC offers rock-solid sales
and distribution operations both in the
U.S. and internationally. These assets,
along with new opportunities for deal-
ers to consolidate shipping, bode well
for KAT Digital Drums finding strong
support at the retail level. 
“We’re very excited about

KMCMusicorp’s future in digital
drums,” concludes Nelson. “We plan to
take a strong role in building products
that drummers find inspiring to play.”
To view the new KAT Digital Drums

demo video, visit
http://youtu.be/HgeiC7V33RM.
www.katpercussion.com
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